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Abstract—Analog layout design has been a manual, timeconsuming, and error-prone task for decades. To speed up
layout design time for a new design, analog layout designers prefer referring to legacy designs and layouts rather than
starting from scratch, or thoroughly applying placement and
routing tools because legacy layouts contain pretty much design
expertise. Motivated by such layout design process, this paper
presents the first knowledge-based physical synthesis methodology to generate new layouts by integrating existent design
expertise. The proposed approach can automatically analyze
legacy design data including circuits, layouts, and constraints,
extract matched sub-circuits between new and legacy designs,
and generate multiple layouts for the new design by utilizing the quality-approved legacy layouts as much as possible.
Experimental results show that the proposed methodology can
achieve high layout reusage rate, and hence the designers’ layout
preference can be successfully reserved.
Index Terms—Analog layout, design pattern, knowledge
mining, migration, physical design, placement, routing.

I. I NTRODUCTION
ODERN system-on-chip (SoC) design usually contains
both digital and analog circuits. The design of digital
circuits has been extensively assisted by many design automation tools, while that of analog counterparts is still a manual,
time-consuming, and error-prone task. As the time-to-market
requirement of modern SoC is becoming increasingly stringent, and nanometer design rules are too complicated to be
handled manually [1], it is essential to introduce new analog
design methodologies to speed up the design cycle as well as
to reduce the design effort.
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Fig. 1. Two conventional analog physical synthesis flows. Analog layout
(a) generation flow and (b) migration flow.

To automatically generate the layout of a newly designed
analog circuit (i.e., the target design), there have been two
kinds of analog physical synthesis flows in the literature,
including: 1) analog layout generation flow and 2) analog
layout migration flow, as demonstrated in Fig. 1. The common inputs for both flows include the schematic and layout
design rules of the target design. The analog layout generation
flow additionally requires some design constraints of the target design, while the analog layout migration flow additionally
requires the layout of a legacy design whose schematic topology is the same as the target design. It should be noted that
the device size and layout design rules of the legacy design
can be different from those of the target design based on the
layout migration flow.
According to Fig. 1(a), the analog layout generation
flow first constructs the layout of each device, or building block. In order to optimally place the building blocks,
recent works have introduced various placement constraints,
and manipulated these constraints with different topological representations and algorithms. The placement constraints include various analog layout constraints, such
as boundary, common-centroid, minimum/maximum-distance,
current/signal path, preplacement, proximity/range, regularity,
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TABLE I
C OMPARISONS OF THE P LACEMENT C ONSTRAINTS H ANDLED BY THE R ECENT W ORKS AND THE
C ORRESPONDING T OPOLOGICAL R EPRESENTATIONS T HEY A PPLIED

symmetry, symmetry-island,1 and thermal gradient, which are
summarized in Table I. According to Table I, most of the
recent works resort to the topological representations, including B*-trees, corner block lists, O-trees, sequence pairs, slicing
trees, and transitive closure graphs, due to their flexibility and effectiveness in representing the relative locations
among devices and exploring solutions with the consideration of various placement constraints. During placement
optimization, most of the recent works applied the simulated annealing algorithm [33], while [6] was based on a
nonstochastic approach. Although these layout constraints
were designed to minimize the impact from layout-induced
parasitic, the resulting layouts are sometimes unacceptable
because manual layouts contain much more experts’ knowledge, and designers may have their own layout preferences which cannot simply be expressed by those layout
constraints.
In order to preserve all experts’ knowledge, some other
recent works [34]–[37] proposed to generate analog layouts
based on layout migration/retargeting, as shown in Fig. 1(b).
These works automatically extract a symbolic structural template from a legacy layout to preserve the layout topology,
design rules, and symmetry/matching constraints. According
to the extracted template, the new layout can be generated
by layout compaction techniques, which solve a set of constraints with linear programming or graph-based algorithms,
such that the total layout area is minimized. Although the
idea of layout migration/retargeting can fully preserve experts’
knowledge from design to design, such approach assumes
that the legacy design and the new design must have the
same schematic/netlist topology, or the same layout template,
while the device size and the process technology can be different. This flow does not work well if the assumptions do
not hold.
To overcome the drawbacks of both analog layout generation and analog layout migration flows, in this paper, we
propose a novel knowledge-based physical synthesis methodology to produce new analog layouts by fully or partially
extract experts’ knowledge from the quality-approved legacy
1 A symmetry-island constraint is more restrictive than a symmetry constraint, which makes the symmetric modules of a symmetry group form a
connected placement [17].

layouts in the design repository and reutilizing them as much
as possible. Consequently, the designers’ layout preference can
be successfully reserved. The contributions of this paper are
summarized in the following.
1) We present the first analog physical synthesis methodology which can generate a target layout by acquiring design expertise from multiple legacy design data.
Moreover, our proposed flow can generate multiple reference layouts based on different design objectives, e.g.,
area maximization and fixed-outline constraint.
2) To generate the layout of a target design, we propose novel algorithms to analyze legacy design data,
extract common sub-circuits between a legacy design
and the target design, and reuse quality-approved placement and routing topologies from different legacy
designs. Different from the traditional sub-graph identification algorithms, our proposed design pattern matching algorithms can easily consider different design
constraints when solving the sub-graph identification
problem.
3) As the extracted common sub-circuits, or design patterns, are not mutually exclusive, we determine the
best design patterns among all the extracted ones
by formulating the pattern selection problem as the
maximum-weight-clique problem while maximizing
the reusage rate of legacy layouts. To further reduce
the complexity of maximum-weight-clique problem,
several properties have been proposed to prune redundant nodes without affecting the optimality of selection
results.
4) Based on the presented knowledge-based physical synthesis methodology, analog designers can maintain their
own design repositories, and effectively and efficiently
generate new layouts according to their own expertise.
Consequently, both design cycle and design effort are
reduced.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II proposes the knowledge-based physical synthesis flow. Section III
introduces a graph-based approach to store the design information of legacy design. Section IV presents design matching and
pattern extracting/selection algorithms to maximize the layout
reusage rate. Section V describes a knowledge-based layout
generation method by integrating the extracted legacy layouts.
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Fig. 3.
CMOS cascade operational transconductance amplifier (OTA).
(a) Legacy schematic. (b) Corresponding connection graph representation.
TABLE II
TCI S B ETWEEN THE T ERMINALS OF T WO MOS T RANSISTORS ,
Mi AND Mj , W HERE D, G, AND S D ENOTE D RAIN , G ATE ,
AND S OURCE T ERMINAL , R ESPECTIVELY

Fig. 2. Proposed knowledge-based physical synthesis methodology and flow
integrating existent design expertise.

Section VI shows the experimental results, and Section VII
concludes this paper.
III. D ESIGN K NOWLEDGE DATABASE C ONSTRUCTION
II. P ROPOSED K NOWLEDGE -BASED P HYSICAL
S YNTHESIS D ESIGN F LOW
The flow of our proposed knowledge-based analog physical synthesis methodology is demonstrated in Fig. 2, which
consists of three major steps: 1) design knowledge database
construction; 2) knowledge-based design matching and pattern extraction; and 3) knowledge-based layout generation. Inputting a design repository containing legacy design
schematics/netlists and the corresponding legacy layouts with
design expertise, the design knowledge database construction analyzes the design data of each circuit and layout, and
stores the analyzed data in a design knowledge database.
In order to utilize the legacy layouts in the design repository as much as possible when generating the layout of a
newly designed circuit, or the target design, the knowledgebased design matching and pattern extraction matches the
target design with the legacy design in the design knowledge
database, extracts all common sub-circuits, or design patterns,
and selects the most suitable ones among the extracted patterns. Finally, the knowledge-based layout generation further
extracts the corresponding layout of each design pattern in
the database, migrates the extracted layouts to the new technology if it is necessary, and generates target layouts with
multiple variants by assembling the migrated layouts of all
design patterns. The design knowledge database can be continuously expanded when more and more analog layouts are
verified and approved by experienced layout experts, as seen in
Fig. 2. It should be noted that all the design data in the design
repository must be committed by designers. If the initial design
repository is empty, the proposed flow could be replaced by
any other existing analog layout generation approach, including manual design. For the design migration application, there
should be at least one legacy design in the design repository.

Given a set of legacy schematics, SL , and legacy layouts, LL ,
we first construct a design knowledge database based on the
connection graph representation, as described in Section III-A.
Since a basic connection graph can only represent logical
information corresponding to a schematic, we further annotate
some important physical information from the corresponding legacy layout into the connection graph, as illustrated in
Section III-B.
A. Connection Graph Generation
For each legacy schematic, sL ∈ SL , the corresponding connection graph, GsL , can be derived by converting the devices
and nets in sL to respective nodes and edges. One of the device
types, such as transistors, capacitors, resistors, or inductors, is
tagged on each node. If there is a connection between two
devices in sL , there is also an edge between the corresponding
nodes in GsL . Fig. 3 shows the transformation from a circuit
to the corresponding connection graph representation. Since a
device in sL may have two or more terminals, to identify the
terminal connections (TCs) of an edge in GsL , we introduce a
universal coding scheme.
p→q
Definition 1: A TC, tci→j , is defined as the connection
between the pth terminal of device di to the qth terminal of
device dj , and the corresponding TC index (TCI) is encoded
p→q
by tcii→j . TC denotes the set of TCs between two devices, di
and dj and TCI represents the set of respective TCIs of TC.
For two devices, di and dj , which have Np and Nq terminals, respectively, the interconnection code from di to dj , i→j ,
p→q
can be calculated by (1), where αi→j ∈ {0, 1}. If there is a
p→q

TC between pth of di and qth of dj , αi→j = 1; otherwise,
p→q
p→q
αi→j = 0. The value of tcii→j is defined in (2). Table II
shows the TCIs between the terminals of two MOS transistors,
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Fig. 4. Connection graph representation for the circuit in Fig. 3(a) after
attaching the interconnection codes to all edges in Fig. 3(b).

Fig. 5. Resulting connection graph after attaching the universal codes on
each edge, and annotating both symmetry and proximity constraints according
to the legacy schematic and layout of the circuit in Fig. 3.

Mi and Mj , where D, G, and S denote drain, gate, and source
terminal, respectively
i→j
p→q

Np Nq 


 p→q
p→q
αi→j × tcii→j
=
p=1 q=1
(q+Nq (p−1)−1)

tcii→j = 2

.

(1)
(2)

Based on Table II, (1), and Fig. 3(a), we can easily calculate the interconnection codes of each edge contained by
the connection graph of Fig. 3(b). For example, Fig. 3(a),
there are a set of terminal connections (TCs) from M1 to M2 ,
G→G
S→S
G→D
G→G
TC1→2 = {tcG→D
1→2 , tc1→2 , tc1→2 }, where tc1→2 , tc1→2 , and
S→S
tc1→2 denote the TC from the gate terminal of M1 to the drain
terminal of M2 , the terminal connection from the gate terminal
of M1 to the gate terminal of M2 , and the terminal connection
from the source terminal of M1 to the source terminal of M2 ,
G→G
respectively. Based on Table II, tciG→D
1→2 = 8, tci1→2 = 16,
S→S
and tci1→2 = 256, respectively, so 1→2 = 280. Similarly, we
can obtain all the other interconnection codes for different kind
of TCs between any two devices. Fig. 4 shows the connection
graph representation for the circuit in Fig. 3(a) after attaching the interconnection codes to all edges in Fig. 3(b). Based
on the universal coding scheme, each edge in the connection
graph is attached with a pair of universal codes, i→j /j→i ,
which can uniquely specifies the interconnection relationship
between the devices, di and dj . It should be noted that one
edge in the connection graph represents a set of two-pin nets
between two devices, di and dj , connecting different terminals,
e.g., drain, gate, and source of two transistors.
B. Constraint Annotation
As symmetry and proximity constraints are very common in
analog layout design, it is required to annotate the constraints
in the corresponding connection graph, GsL . Such constraint
annotation can help to reduce the search space during design
matching and pattern extraction, as described in Section IV.
Fig. 5 shows the resulting connection graph after attaching a
universal code on each edge, and annotating both symmetry
and proximity constraints in the original connection graph in
Fig. 3(b). We finally store the annotated connection graphs of
all legacy designs in the design knowledge database.

IV. K NOWLEDGE -BASED D ESIGN M ATCHING AND
PATTERN E XTRACTION
Our problem formulation is to utilize a set of legacy
schematics, SL , and a set of legacy layouts, LL , and reuse
the placement and routing topologies in LL as much as possible to generate the layout, lT , of a target design, sT such that
the designers’ layout preference can be successfully reserved.
To generate lT based on SL and LL which had been stored in
the design knowledge database, we first propose a design pattern matching algorithm, as described in Section IV-A, which
extracts common sub-circuits, or design patterns, between
sT and sL ∈ SL . As the number of design patterns can be
very large, we further introduce some rules, as illustrated
Section IV-B, to effective eliminate redundant design patterns.
Finally, we determine which design patterns should be chosen
to generate lT for achieving the best layout reusage rate, as
demonstrated in Section IV-C.
A. Design Pattern Matching
As sL and sT may not be fully identical, but may have common sub-circuits. Only partial of the layout in lL corresponding
to the common sub-circuits can be reused to generate lT . Such
circuit matching and layout pattern extraction problem can be
formulated as a sub-circuit identification problem, as defined
in Problem 1.
Problem 1 (Sub-Circuit Identification Problem): Given two
circuit netlists, sL and sT , identify all common sub-circuits,
which have the same device types, device constraints, and
interconnections, in both sL and sT .
It should be noted that the sub-circuit identification problem is different from the sub-graph isomorphism problem.
In circuit comparison, all compared circuits are represented
as a graph, and then the graph-based algorithms are applied
for graph comparison. Although several graph comparison
algorithms have been proposed, those algorithms only verify
either whether two graph are identical (i.e., graph isomorphism) [38]–[41], or whether a given sub-graph is contained in
another graph (i.e., sub-graph isomorphism) [42]–[44]. Such
kinds of algorithms cannot be directly adopted to extract
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 6. Difference among graph comparison problems. Example of (a) graph
isomorphism, (b) sub-graph isomorphism, and (c) sub-graph identification.

(b)

(a)

all common sub-graphs contained in two different graphs
(i.e., sub-graph identification).
Recently, Ferent and Doboli [45] and Ferent et al. [46]
developed a systematical technique to present the similarity
and dissimilarity of two analog circuits based on the electrical model. Although their method can be modified to identify
the sub-graphs, the electrical model becomes very inefficient
when a lot of devices are compared because a great number
of design variables need to be generated.
Although there are existing sub-graph identification
algorithms [47]–[49], they just check if two nodes have same
node degree without verifying if two nodes have the same
device type, device constraints, and interconnections. As a
result, the derived target design of traditional sub-graph identification algorithms may derive different functionalities of
two sub-circuits. Moreover, we perform node pruning technique to keep a polynomial time complexity, as discussed in
Section IV-A2, compared with traditional sub-graph identification algorithms which usually have an exponential time
complexity in worst case. With the consideration of circuit functionality and efficiency, in this paper, we propose a
new design matching and pattern extraction algorithm to efficiently identify all sub-graphs between the target design and
the legacy design. Fig. 6 demonstrates the difference among
graph isomorphism, sub-graph isomorphism, and sub-graph
identification.
In Fig. 6(a), the graph isomorphism problem is to verify
whether two given graphs are identical by finding a one-to-one
relation between two sets of nodes. The identified sub-graph
is corresponding to the original graph, where all nodes of the
identified sub-graph is represented by the dashed nodes in
Fig. 6. On the other hand, the sub-graph isomorphism problem
is to verify whether a given graph is a sub-graph of another
graph. In Fig. 6(b), the identified sub-graph cannot be found
by finding a one-to-one relation between two sets of nodes
for two given graphs, so the sub-graph isomorphism problem
cannot be solved by using the graph isomorphism algorithms.
In our problem formulation, we propose a sub-graph identification algorithm to identify the sub-graphs contained in
both given graphs as demonstrated in Fig. 6(c). Obviously,
the graph isomorphism algorithms cannot be used to identify
the sub-graph because the identified is not corresponding to the
original graph. Besides, the sub-graph isomorphism algorithms
cannot be used to identify the sub-graph because both given

Fig. 7.
Example target design. (a) Schematic of the target design.
(b) Corresponding connection graph with attached universal codes and
annotated symmetry constraints.

Algorithm 1 Design Pattern Matching
Input: GsL and GsT ;
Output: a set of design patterns, P;
1: S ← ∅; // S is a list of possible initial nodes.
2: Initial Node Generation();
T
3: for all {nL
i  nj } ∈ S do
4:
//Explore all connected nodes for each {nLi  nTj };
5:
CnL nT ← ∅; // CnL nT contains a set of connected nodes of
i j

6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:

17:
18:
19:

i j

{nLi  nTj }
Connected Node Exploration();
Connected Node Pruning();
end for
P ← ∅;
for all {nLi  nTj } ∈ S do
D ← ∅ ∪ {nLi  nTj }; // D contains a set of equivalent nodes
forming current design pattern
C ← ∅ ∪ C{nL nT } ; // C contains a set of connected nodes
i
j
of D
L
T
while (∃{nx  ny } ∈ C) ∩ (nLx ∈ D) ∩ (nTy ∈ D) do
Find {nLx  nTy } ∈ C such that NR{nL nT } is maximum;
x

y

D ← D ∪ {nLx  nTy };
Update C with C{nL nT } ; //Replace {nLx  nTk } ({nLl 
x
y
nTy }) ∈ C with {nLx  nTy } ∈ C{nL nT } if NR{nL nT }
x
y
x
k
(NR{nL nT } ) < NR{nL nT }
x
y
y
l
end while
P ← P ∪ {D}; // add one design pattern
end for

graphs in Fig. 6(c) are not a sub-graph of another graph. As
a result, we propose a new sub-graph identification algorithm
to identify all sub-graphs of two given graphs.
To identify common sub-circuits, or to extract design patterns, between a legacy and a target designs, we first construct
the connection graph, GsT , of sT , which is similar to the construction of GsL , as described in Section III. The symmetry
constraints of sT are also annotated in GsT , which can be
given by designers. Fig. 7 shows the schematic of a target
design and the corresponding connection graph with attached
universal codes and annotated symmetry constraints.
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Algorithm 2 Initial Node Generation

Algorithm 3 Connected Node Exploration

Input: GsL and GsT ;
Output: a set of initial nodes, S;
1: for all nL
i ∈ GsL do
2:
for all (nTj ∈ GsT ) ∩ (dev_type(nLi ) = dev_type(nTj )) ∩
(dev_contraint(nLi ) = dev_contraint(nTj )) do
3:
// The devices represented by nLi and nTj are equivalent.
4:
S ← S ∪ {nLi  nTj }; // add starting node
5:
end for
6: end for

Input: {nLi  nTj }, and their connected nodes;
Output: a set of connected nodes, {nLx  nTy } ∈ CnL nT ;
i j
L
1: for all (nL
x connected to ni ) do
2:
for all (nTy connected to nTj ) ∩
(dev_type(nLx ) = dev_type(nTy )) ∩
(dev_constraint(nLx ) = dev_constraint(nTy )) ∩
(dev_connection(nLx ) = dev_connection(nTy )) do
3:
// The devices represented by nLx and nTy are equivalent.
4:
Calculate NR{nL nT } ;
x

y

CnL nT ← CnL nT ∪ {nLx  nTy }; // add connected node
i j
i j
6:
end for
7: end for
5:

1) Design Pattern Matching Algorithm: After obtaining
GsT , we then introduce Algorithm 1 to match all reusable
design patterns from a legacy design represented by GsL to
a target design represented by GsT . Before introducing our
proposed algorithms, we define the equivalence condition of
two nodes and net reusage as follows.
Definition 2: If node nLi ∈ GsL has same device type and
device constraints with node nTj ∈ GsT , then nLi and nTj are
called equivalent and represented by {nLi  nTj }, where nLi (nTj )
is the equivalent node of nTj (nLi ).
Definition 3: For one node nLx connected to nLi and another
node nTy connected to nTj , where nLx , nLi ∈ GsL and nTy , nTj ∈
GsT , the net reusage of {nLx  nTy } is calculated based on the
number of same type of TCs with nLi and nTj as shown in (3)
p→q
p→q
and is represented by NR{nLx nTy } , where αi→x , αj→y ∈ {0, 1}
and Np (Nq ) denotes the number of terminals of devices di and
dj (devices dx and dy ). If there is a TC between pth of node
p→q
p→q
nx (ny ) and qth of node ni (nj ), αi→x (αj→y ) = 1; otherwise,
p→q
p→q
αi→x (αj→y ) = 0
NR

nLx nTy



Np Nq 


 p→q
p→q
αi→x × αj→y .
=

Algorithm 4 Connected Node Pruning
Input: a set of connected nodes, {nLx  nTy } ∈ CnL nT ;
i j
Output: a reduced set of connected nodes, CnL nT ;
i j

T
1: Sort all connected node, {nL
x  ny } ∈ CnLi nTj , based on the non-

decreasing order of net reusage;

T
L
T
L
T
2: Remove {nL
x  ny } from CnLi nTj if ∃ {nx  nk } ({nl  ny }) ∈

CnL nT and NR{nL nT } (NR{nL nT } ) ≥ NR{nL nT } ;
i j

x

k

l

y

x

y

is assigned to infinite to guarantee they would be chosen
simultaneously.
The main purpose of Algorithms 3 and 4 are to reduce the
time of searching connected nodes in the following design pattern matching step. For example, given a pair of initial nodes,
{nLi  nTj }, they both have two connected nodes {nLx1 , nLx2 }
and {nTy1 , nTy2 }, respectively. After Algorithm 3, CnL nT coni j

(3)

p=1 q=1

In Algorithm 1, before finding different design patterns, the
algorithm first traverses through all nodes in GsL and searches
for all their equivalent nodes in GsT to generate all possible
initial nodes, {nLi  nTj }, as demonstrated in line 2. During
generating all possible initial nodes in Algorithm 2, each pair
of nodes are checked if they have equivalent device types
and device constraints. If two nodes have equivalent device
type and device constraints, then they are stored in S for further reference. Within lines 3–8 of Algorithm 1, all connected
nodes, {nLx  nTy }, of each initial node, {nLi  nTj }, are first
explored and their net reusage are also calculated as shown
in Algorithm 3, where the set of derived connected nodes
are stored in CnL nT for further reference. During exploring
i j
the connected nodes, each connected node is checked if they
have equivalent device type, device constraints, and device
connections. In Algorithm 4, to further reduce the complexity
of Algorithm 1, the set of connected nodes are sorted based
on the nonincreasing order of net reusage, then the connected
nodes with less net reusage are removed from CnL nT . It should
i j
be noted that if two devices are annotated with a symmetry constraint, the net reusage of the symmetric counterparts

tains {{nLx1  nTy1 }, {nLx1  nTy2 }, {nLx2  nTy1 }, {nLx2  nTy2 }},
where NR{nLx nTy } = 1, NR{nLx nTy } = 2, NR{nLx nTy } = 2, and
1
1
1
2
2
1
NR{nLx nTy } = 1. By sorting all equivalent nodes based on the
2
2
nondecreasing order of net reusage and removing those with
less net reusage from CnL nT as shown in Algorithm 4, CnL nT
i j

i j

finally contains {{nLx1  nTy2 }, {nLx2  nTy1 }}.
From lines 9–19, one initial node, {nLi  nTj }, is selected to
start including more equivalent nodes and expanding a design
pattern. In each iteration of expanding current design pattern (D) it finds and selects the connected nodes, {nLx  nTy },
with maximum net reusage, where D is a set used to store all
derived equivalent nodes, {nLx  nTy } and is expanded when
more equivalent nodes are included. To verify whether the
interconnection of a device represented by nLx in GsL is equivalent to that of a device represented by nTy in GsT , we shall
examine the equivalence condition of the edges connecting
among nLx and ∀nLi ∈ D and the edges connecting among nTy
and ∀nTj ∈ D, which will be discussed later in Section IV-A3.
Moreover, C is a set to store all connected nodes with maximum net reusage for different equivalent nodes in D which
is updated by removing the connected nodes with less net
reusage after new equivalent node is added to D. If no equivalent nodes can be further added to D, the process of expanding
D is terminated. Then, D is stored to design pattern set, P, and
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another initial node is selected to start forming new design
pattern. The procedure of design pattern matching terminates
when all initial nodes are checked.
For example, we are given the connection graph of a legacy
design, as shown in Fig. 5, and a target design, as seen in
Fig. 7. After applying line 2 of Algorithm 1, a set of 9 × 13
initial nodes can be derived, which is S = {nL1  nT10 ,
nL1  nT11 , . . . , nL9  nT21 , nL9  nT22 }. Assuming that nL7  nT20
are first selected, after applying line 6 of Algorithm 1, a set
of connected nodes, CnL nT = {nL5  nT18 , nL5  nT19 ,
7 20
nL6  nT18 , nL6  nT19 , nL8  nT21 , nL8  nT22 , nL9  nT21 ,
nL9  nT22 }, can be obtained. By pruning several nodes, as
seen in line 7 of Algorithm 1, the set of connected nodes can
be reduced, which is CnL nT = {nL5  nT18 , nL6  nT19 ,
7 20
nL8  nT21 , nL9  nT22 }. Finally, by performing lines 11–18
of Algorithm 1, the corresponding design patterns can be
obtained, which is DnL nT = {nL5  nT18 , nL6  nT19 ,
7 20
nL7  nT20 , nL8  nT21 , nL9  nT22 .
Since different target designs may be created for different
design purposes, it may be desirable to reuse the design expertise from the legacy design with the same design objective
to create the target design. Based on this consideration, only
the sub-circuits from the legacy design with the same design
objective of target design are considered and reused to generate the target design when performing our proposed design
pattern matching algorithm. Consequently, the derived target
layout can have expected electrical characteristics.
2) Time Complexity Analysis: In Algorithm 2, it takes
O(Vn × Vm ) iterations to finish the generation process, where
Vn and Vm are the number of nodes in GsL and GsT , respectively. Since line 4 of Algorithm 2 can be executed in constant
time, it takes O(Vn × Vm ) to complete line 2 of Algorithm 1.
In Algorithm 3, it takes O(Vn × Vm ) iterations to explore all
connected nodes. Since both lines 4 and 5 can be executed in
constant time, assuming that there are Vn and Vm nodes connected to nLi and nTj , respectively, then it takes O(Vn × Vm )
to complete line 6 of Algorithm 1. In Algorithm 4, assuming
that there are E connected nodes, it takes O(E × log E) to sort
all E connected nodes and needs O(E) to remove {nLx  nTy }
with less net reusage from CnL nT . Therefore, assume that there
i j
are total V initial nodes generated by Algorithm 2, it takes
O(V × Max(Vn × Vm , E × log E)) to complete lines 3–8 of
Algorithm 1, where Max(Vn × Vm , E × log E) denotes the
maximum between (Vn × Vm ) and (E × log E). In general,
O(Vn × Vm ) is bounded by O(Vn × Vm ) and O(E × log E) is
bounded by O(Vm × log Vm ). Moreover, Vm can be treated as
a multiple of Vn , i.e., log Vm equals to β + log Vn . As a result,
O(V × Max(Vn × Vm , E × log E)) is bounded by O(V × Vn2 ).
In Algorithm 1, lines 9, 11, 12, 15, and 18 can be executed
in constant time, line 13 needs at most Min(Vn , Vm ) iterations, and lines 14 and 16 takes O(Vm ), where Min(Vn , Vm )
denotes the minimum between Vn and Vm . Therefore, it takes
O(V×Min(Vn , Vm )×Vm ) to complete lines 9–19. By the aforementioned assumption, Vm can be treated as a multiple of Vn ,
then O(V ×Min(Vn , Vm )×Vm ) can be bounded by O(V ×Vn2 ).
To sum up, the overall time complexity of Algorithm 1 is
O(V × Vn2 ).
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3) Equivalence Condition Adjustment: For the efficiency of
verifying whether two sub-circuits are identical based on the
connection graph, the TC between any two devices is represented by a universal code which is attached on the respective
edge in the connection graph. Given sL , as shown in Fig. 3(a),
and sT , as shown in Fig. 7(a), the corresponding GsL and GsT
are constructed, as shown in Figs. 5 and 7(b), respectively.
Assuming that n20 ∈ GsT and n7 ∈ GsL are selected as the
initial nodes, the resulting design pattern containing five MOS
T , ML  MT , ML  MT , ML  MT ,
transistors, M5L  M18
7
6
19
20
8
21
L
T
and M9  M22 , can be derived based on Algorithm 1 if
the equivalence checking of device connections in line 2 of
Algorithm 3 is simply verified by the following condition:


L
T
i.e., TCLi→x = TCTj→y .
(4)
i→x
= j→y
Based on such condition in (4), it may not effectively utilize
more reusable layout patterns from lL to generate lT when the
sub-circuits of sL and sT are not exactly the same. According
to our observation, we found that the layout of the sub-circuit
containing the devices represented by nj and ny can also be
generated by utilizing the layout of the sub-circuit containing
the devices represented by ni and nx if the following condition
is satisfied:
TCTj→y ⊆ TCLi→x .

(5)

In order to effectively extract more reusable layout patterns from lL , we replace the equivalent condition of the
interconnection between two devices in (4) with that in (5).
However, it should be noted that some redundant connections,
{TCLi→x − TCTj→y }, must be removed from lL to obtain an
identical circuit structure for both lT and sT . Assuming that
n20 ∈ GsT and n7 ∈ GsL in Figs. 7(b) and 5, respectively, are
selected as the initial nodes, the design patterns resulting from
Algorithm 1 with (5) will contain four more devices, includT , M L  M T , M L  M T , and M L  M T , in
ing M1L  M14
2
15
3
16
4
17
T , ML  MT , ML  MT , ML  MT ,
addition to M5L  M18
7
6
19
20
8
21
T .
and M9L  M22
Table III further lists all matched design patterns, including
the numbers of matched devices and nets in each design pattern, between the legacy design in Fig. 3 and the target design
in Fig. 7 resulting from Algorithm 1.
B. Design Pattern Pruning
As the number of design patterns can be very large when the
a legacy or a target design contains too many devices, we further propose a graph-based approach to effectively prune the
unwanted design patterns without deteriorating the solution
quality, and also to reduce the complexity of the succeeding
design pattern selection procedure. Given a list of design patterns, as seen in Table III, we construct the corresponding
pattern graph, GPLT , which is defined as follows.
Definition 4: A pattern graph, GPLT , represents the relationship among all design patterns between each legacy design
and the target design, where each node vi ∈ GPLT represents
a design pattern, and there is an edge, eij ∈ GPLT connecting
vi and vj ∈ GPLT if and only if vi and vj have no common
device in the target design, sT .
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TABLE III
A LL M ATCHED D ESIGN PATTERNS B ETWEEN THE L EGACY AND TARGET
D ESIGNS IN F IGS . 3 AND 7 R ESULTING F ROM A LGORITHM 1

(a)

(b)

Fig. 8.
(a) Example pattern graph which is constructed according to the
design patterns in Table III. (b) Reduced pattern graph after removing v3 in
(a) for eliminating redundant patterns in Table III.

Based on Definition 4, a pattern graph has the following
property.
Property 1: Given a pattern graph, GPLT , if eij ∈ GPLT ,
the corresponding design patterns of vi and vj cannot be
simultaneously selected for layout generation of the target
design.
Proof: According to the construction of GPLT , if there
exists no edge between vi ∈ GPLT and vj ∈ GPLT , there
will be at least one common device dk ∈ sT in both design
patterns represented by vi and vj . If both design patterns are
selected to be reused in the target layout of sT , the layout of
dk is duplicated. Therefore, the design patterns represented by
vi and vj cannot be selected together if eij ∈ GPLT .
Before introducing how to eliminate the redundant nodes
in GPLT , we first define the candidate set and reusability of
selecting a design pattern, or a node vi ∈ GPLT , as follows.
Definition 5: Given a pattern graph, GPLT , the candidate
set of a node vi ∈ GPLT , denoted by CanSetvi , is the set of
nodes which have an edge connecting to vi .
Definition 6: Given a pattern graph, GPLT , the reusability of a node vi ∈ GPLT , denoted by reusability(vi ), refers
to the number of devices, denoted by device_num(vi ), and
the number of nets, denoted by net_num(vi ), contained in the
corresponding design pattern. For any two nodes, vi ∈ GPLT
and vj ∈ GPLT , if reusability(vi ) > reusability(vj ), one of the
following conditions must be satisfied.
1) device_num(vi ) > device_num(vj ).
2) device_num(vi ) = device_num(vj ) ∩
net_num(vi ) > net_num(vj ).
Base on the above definitions, we can derive the following property which indicates the redundant nodes in a pattern
graph.
Property 2: Given a pattern graph, GPLT , a node,
vi ∈ GPLT , is a redundant node if there exists another node,
vj ∈ GPLT , which satisfies all the following conditions.
1) eij ∈ GPLT .
2) CanSetvi ⊆ CanSetvj .
3) reusability(vi ) < reusability(vj ).

Proof: According to Property 1, since eij ∈ GPLT , vi and
vj cannot be simultaneously selected during pattern selection procedure, which implies that either vi or vj might be
redundant. CanSetvi ⊆ CanSetvj implies that if ∀vk ∈ GPLT
can be selected together with vi , vk can also be selected
together with vj . According to Definition 6, reusability(vj ) >
reusability(vi ) means that selecting the design pattern represented by vj results in reusing more placement and routing
topologies of sL than selecting the design pattern represented
by vi when generating the layout of sT . If a node, vk ∈
CanSetvi ∩ CanSetvj can be selected together with either
vi or vj , selecting vj is always preferred for higher layout
reusage rate. Consequently, vi is regarded as a redundant node,
and it can be removed from GPLT such that the complexity
of the succeeding pattern selection procedure is reduced.
Based on Property 2, all redundant nodes can be effectively
eliminated by checking all pairs of nodes without an edge connection in GPLT such that the number of nodes in GPLT is
minimized. Fig. 8(a) shows an example pattern graph, GPLT ,
which is constructed based on the design patterns in Table III.
Since e23 ∈ GPLT , CanSetv2 = CanSetv3 = {v1 }, and
reusability(v2 ) > reusability(v3 ) according to Table III and
Definition 6, v3 is a redundant node. By removing v3 from
the pattern graph in Fig. 8(a), the resulting pattern graph with
minimized node number is shown in Fig. 8(b).
C. Design Pattern Selection
Based on the reduced pattern graph, where all the redundant design patterns had been eliminated, we formulate the
design pattern selection problem as the maximum-weightclique problem. The pattern selection problem is defined as
follows.
Problem 2 (Pattern Selection Problem): Given a set of
design patterns, P, between each legacy design and the target design, select a subset of P resulting in maximum reusage
of placement and routing topologies of devices and nets in
legacy designs for layout generation of the target design.
According to the definition and property of pattern graph
in Definition 4 and Property 1, a subset of design patterns
can be selected only when the corresponding nodes in the
reduced pattern graph form a clique. To achieve the maximum
reusage of legacy layouts for layout generation of the target
design, such pattern selection problem can be formulated as
the maximum-weight-clique problem by assigning a weight
to each node in the pattern graph. The weight of a node, vi ,
can be calculated by the weighted summation of the numbers
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(c)

Fig. 9.
Example of design pattern selection. (a) Reduced pattern graph
in Fig. 8(b). (b) Clique derived from the pattern graph in (a). (c) Maximum
weight clique derived from (a).

of devices and nets in vi , as seen in (6). In analog design, a
device usually has larger layout area than a routing net, so it
is more important to reuse more devices than nets. In order to
emphasize the importance of device_num(vi ), a user-defined
parameter, α, is set to device_num(vi ). Moreover, to guarantee
device_num(vi ) has always higher priority than net_num(vi ),
α is defined as total number of nets in the target design plus
one (because net_num(vi ) ≤ total number of nets)
weight(vi ) = α × device_num(vi ) + net_num(vi ).

(6)

Based on the formulation, the maximum-weight-clique
problem can be solved by the existing approaches, such
as [50]. Fig. 9 shows an example of formulating the
design pattern selection problem as a maximum-weight-clique
problem. In Fig. 9(a), each node is first annotated with
the corresponding weight according to Table III and (6).
Fig. 9(b) and (c) shows two different cliques extracted from
the pattern graph in Fig. 9(a). Based on the existing maximumweight-clique solver, the maximum weight clique in Fig. 9(c)
can be obtained. Consequently, the first two design patterns in
Table III are selected for target layout generation due to better reusage of placement and routing topologies in the legacy
design.
V. K NOWLEDGE -BASED L AYOUT G ENERATION
After selecting the best design patterns from the existent
legacy designs for the target design, the layouts of all selected
design patterns are first extracted from lL and migrated to
the new device parameters and process technology for lT ,
as described in Section V-A. Once the layouts of all design
patterns are migrated, they are further assembled to generate the final layout of the target design, which is detailed in
Section V-B.
A. Layout Extraction and Migration for Design Patterns
As mentioned in [51], the physical information of a legacy
layout, lL , can be obtained by utilizing OpenAccess API, so the
layout of each selected design pattern can be easily extracted.
For example, given a legacy layout, as shown in Fig. 10(a), the
corresponding layout of a design pattern containing five MOS
devices, M1 , M2 , M5 , M6 , and M11 , as well as their internal
routing in Fig. 10(a) can be automatically extracted, as shown
from Fig. 10(b).
Since the process technology and device parameters, such
as width, length, etc., of the target design may be different
from those of the legacy designs in the design repository, it is
required to perform some adjustments on the extracted layouts

(a)

(b)

Fig. 10. (a) Example legacy layout. (b) Extracted layout of a design pattern
containing five MOS devices, M1 , M2 , M5 , M6 , and M11 , as well as their
internal routing in (a).

before reusing them. Such layout migration process can be
well manipulated by the existent layout migration methods
and algorithms [51], [52].
B. Integration of Design Pattern Layouts
Once the layout of each design pattern is extracted from
the design repository and migrated to the new process technology, we shall complete the layout of the target design by
integrating all the design pattern layouts and connecting the
unconnected nets among different design patterns. It should
be noted that the shape of the extracted layout of each design
pattern might not be rectangular, but rectilinear. To integrate
rectilinear shapes of different design pattern layouts while considering other placement constraints among different design
patterns, the hierarchical B*-tree representation [3], [17] is
applied such that the integrated layout can be compacted
with the consideration of rectilinear contours. As the number of design pattern layouts is much less than the number of
devices in the target design, the hierarchical B*-trees can be
exhaustively searched to explore all placement variants of the
integrated layout.
In some cases, the design patterns, or matched sub-circuits,
might not be found in the legacy design repository. The layouts
of the devices in those sub-circuits will be mapped to some
primitive cells with different layout variants, which is similar
to the “device layout generation” in the conventional analog
layout generation flow in Fig. 1(a). Our approach can effectively integrate the layouts of both matched and unmatched
sub-circuits for complete analog layouts.
After integrating the layouts of all design patterns, only the
nets connecting different design patterns need to be routed.
Such interpattern routing problem is much simpler than the
conventional analog routing problems which had been studied
in [53]–[55]. Consequently, the routing approaches proposed
in those works can easily handle the interpattern routing
problem.
VI. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
We implemented the proposed knowledge-based analog
physical synthesis methodology in C++ programming language on a 2.9 GHz Linux machine with 32 GB memory.
To show the effectiveness of our proposed synthesis methodology, we experimentally tested our algorithm on two sets of
experiments as demonstrated in Sections VI-A and VI-B.
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TABLE IV
C OMPARISONS OF L AYOUT R EUSAGE R ATES W ITH F OUR D IFFERENT S ETS OF L EGACY D ESIGNS TO G ENERATE A M ILLER O P -A MP

TABLE V
P ERFORMANCE C OMPARISONS B ETWEEN M ANUAL L AYOUT AND T HIS PAPER F OR M ILLER O P -A MP

TABLE VI
C OMPARISONS OF L AYOUT R EUSAGE R ATES W ITH F IVE D IFFERENT S ETS OF L EGACY D ESIGNS TO G ENERATE A W IDE -S WING D IFF A MP

TABLE VII
D ESIGN PATTERNS D ERIVED F ROM D IFF A MP AND OTA

A. Two-Stage Operational Amplifier With
Miller Compensation
In the first set of the experiments, we automatically generated the layout of the target design, a two-stage operational
amplifier with Miller compensation (“Miller Op-Amp”), as
shown in Fig. 11(b), based on two different legacy designs,
including both schematics and layouts, in the design repository: 1) an nMOS differential amplifier (“Diff Amp”), as
shown in Fig. 11(a) and 2) a CMOS cascade OTA, as shown
in Fig. 3(a). To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed
methodology, we compared the layout reusage rates with four
different sets of legacy designs in the design repository, including {∅}, {Diff Amp}, {OTA}, and {Diff Amp, OTA}, as
shown in Table IV.
According to Table IV, if none of the legacy designs is available in the design repository, the layout of the target design
should be designed from scratch. If the design repository contains only one legacy design, Diff Amp, the layout of 73.33%
devices (11 out of 15 devices) and 39.29% nets (11 out of
28 nets) in the target design, Miller Op-Amp, can be generated according to the legacy layout of Diff Amp. If the

(a)

(b)

Fig. 11.
(a) nMOS differential amplifier, which is a legacy design.
(b) Two-stage Miller-compensated operational amplifier, which is a target
design.

design repository contains only one legacy design, OTA, the
layout reusage rate of devices can be increased from 73.33%
to 86.67%, and the layout reusage rate of nets can be increased
from 39.29% to 50.00%. The higher layout reusage rates indicate that the legacy design and the target design have higher
similarity. Finally, if the design repository contains both legacy
designs, Diff Amp and OTA, the layout reusage rate of devices
can achieve 100%, while the layout reusage rate of nets can
also be further improved from 50.00% to 57.14%. When both
legacy designs, Diff Amp and OTA, are used, all derived
design patterns are demonstrated in Table VII, where pattern 1
is derived from Diff Amp and all the other patterns are derived
from OTA. Fig. 12(a) and (b) shows the layouts of both legacy
designs, Diff Amp and OTA, respectively.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 12.
(a) Layout of the legacy design in Fig. 11(a). (b) Layout of the
legacy design in Fig. 3(a). (c) Layout of the target design in Fig. 11(b) utilizing
both legacy layouts in (a) and (b) based on the proposed methodology.

Fig. 12(c) shows the layout of the target design, which is
the Miller Op-Amp in Fig. 11(b). The placement and the internal routing topology of the devices, C1 , C2 , M3 , and M4 , in
Fig. 12(c) were extracted and migrated from the layout of
Diff Amp in Fig. 12(a), while the placement and the internal routing topology of the rest of devices in Fig. 12(c) were
extracted and migrate from the layout of OTA in Fig. 12(b).
Table V shows the comparisons of the performance metrics, including gain, gain bandwidth, phase margin, and power,
for manual layout and the layout generated by our approach.
Compared with manual layout, the layout generated by our
approach results in better gain, gain bandwidth, and power
consumption, but much worse phase margin. The reasons is
that when generating the layout of Miller Op-Amp, there
are only two legacy design data in the design repository.
Consequently, the target layout generated by our approach will
have fewer layout variants, and the resulting layout quality is
not comparable to the manual layout.
B. Fully-Differential Wide-Swing Folded-Cascode
CMOS Operational Amplifier
According to Fig. 2, the design knowledge database in
our proposed synthesis methodology can be continuously
expanded when more and more analog layouts are verified
and approved by experienced analog design experts. In the
second set of our experiments, we further expanded the design
repository by adding the previously generated circuit, Miller
Op-Amp. We automatically generated the layouts of another
target design, a fully-differential wide-swing folded-cascode
CMOS operational amplifier (“Wide-swing Diff Amp”), as
shown in Fig. 13, based on five different sets of legacy designs
in the design repository, including {∅}, {Diff Amp}, {OTA},
{Diff Amp, OTA}, and {Diff Amp, OTA, Miller Op-Amp},
as shown in Table VI.
According to Table VI, if none of the legacy designs is
available in the design repository, the layout of the target
design should be designed from scratch. If the design repository contains only one legacy design, Diff Amp, the layout

(c)

Fig. 13. Schematic of a fully-differential wire-swing folded-cascode CMOS
operational amplifier, which includes (a) fully-differential folded-cascode
CMOS operational amplifier, (b) continuous-time common-mode feedback
circuit, and (c) wide-swing bias circuit.

of 75.67% devices (28 out of 37 devices) and 25.00% nets
(20 out of 80 nets) in the target design, Wide-swing Diff
Amp, can be generated according to the legacy layout of Diff
Amp. If the design repository contains only one legacy design,
OTA, the layout reusage rate of devices can be increased from
75.67% to 83.78%, and the layout reusage rate of nets can
be increased from 25.00% to 31.25%. If the design repository contains both legacy designs, Diff Amp and OTA, the
layout reusage rate of devices can achieve 100%, while the
layout reusage rate of nets can also be further improved from
31.25% to 37.50%. Finally, if the design repository contains
all the three legacy designs, Diff Amp, OTA, and Miller OpAmp, the layout reusage rate of devices can achieve 100.00%.
Compared with the design repository containing only Diff
Amp and OTA, the layout reusage rate of nets can be significantly improved from 37.50% to 60.00%. Table IX shows all
the derived design patterns when the design repository contains
all the three legacy designs, Diff Amp, OTA, and Miller OpAmp, where pattern 1 is derived from Diff Amp, patterns 2–7
are from OTA, and patterns 8–13 are from Miller Op-Amp.
Table VIII shows the comparisons of the performance metrics, including gain, gain bandwidth, phase margin, and power,
for manual layout and the layout generated by our approach.
The results shown that all the performance metrics are within
1% difference. When comparing the difference of performance
metrics between manual layouts and the layouts generated by
the proposed approach in Tables V and VIII, the difference of
performance metrics for Miller Op-Amp is larger than that of
Wide-swing Diff Amp. It is because the number of available
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TABLE VIII
P ERFORMANCE C OMPARISONS B ETWEEN M ANUAL L AYOUT AND T HIS PAPER F OR W IDE -S WING D IFF OP

TABLE IX
D ESIGN PATTERNS D ERIVED F ROM D IFF A MP, OTA,
AND M ILLER O P -A MP

legacy design for Miller Op-Amp is less than that for Wideswing Diff Amp. When more legacy designs are available in
the design repository, our approach will be able to generate
more layout variants, and the resulting layout quality can be
more close to manual layout. In summary, it is essential to
utilize the design expertise contained in legacy designs when
generating the new layout of a target design.
VII. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed a novel knowledge-based
analog physical synthesis methodology which integrates existent design expertise in the design repository. In order to
utilize the quality-approved legacy layouts as much as possible, we have also presented new problem formulations
and algorithms to maximize the reusage of the placement
and routing topologies. Experimental results have shown that
the proposed methodology can achieve high layout reusage
rate, and hence the designers’ layout preference can be
successfully reserved and the design effort can be greatly
reduced.
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